Abstract: Analysis of written documents, projects and historical cartography of the 17th and 18th centuries allows reconstruction of the shore protection works performed at Callao (Peru) to defend the settlements and its boundary wall from storm waves and tsunamis. Groins appeared for the first time in early 18th century maps, together with gently sloping revetments in an unrealized project of the same period. Comparisons between Callao projects and those performed in Europe in the same centuries show a uniformity in design and construction materials that overpasses the environmental differences of the sites. Successes and failures followed each other and, although an understanding of coastal dynamics and the positive and negative effects of the various works were known, it was not possible to guarantee the stability of the walls and consequently the safety of the city from sea attack. A strategic retreat was even considered.
Introduction
Coastal erosion, because of sea level rise, subsidence, reduced river sediment input and, more recently, anthropogenic interventions on the watershed, is a natural process that humans have tended to oppose ever since they settled near the shoreline [1] . At sites, the construction of ports, docks, piers, breakwaters along the coast itself induced or increased the process [2] . In some areas, hurricanes e.g., [3] and tsunamis e.g., [4] transformed this slowly-evolving process into a catastrophic one. Nevertheless, coastal settlements increased and expanded during the centuries, thanks to their advantageous position for climate, resources access, movements and-recently-recreation [5] .
Where it was not possible to retreat, shore protection structures had to be built to hold the current position, either for the need to stay close to water (commercial, military, industrial purpose) or because safer land was unavailable; frequently, it was investment on reclamations done in that specific area that discouraged retreat.
Different materials were used in the past (rock, wood, fagots) in a variety of configurations, such as revetments, rip-raps, seawalls, detached breakwaters, and groins. Most ancient structures were subjected to continuous and expensive maintenance, and now are lost, either because land was abandoned to the sea (generally rural areas) or because they have been continuously replaced with stronger ones.
Elsewhere, military defences (e.g., boundary walls) also served as shore protection structures, such as seen in Roman and pre-Roman maritime cities. To reconstruct the evolution of these defence Elsewhere, military defences (e.g., boundary walls) also served as shore protection structures, such as seen in Roman and pre-Roman maritime cities. To reconstruct the evolution of these defence structures, written documents, drawings, and old maps are the main sources of information. It is known that earth and stones were used for seawall construction in 713 AD at Quintang Estuary (China), further replaced with bamboo baskets filled with stones in 910 AD [6] , and rock seawalls were built in China in the 14th century [7] . Due to the widespread coastal accretion that characterized Europe until the 18th century (generally as a consequence of deforestation), protection works of the coast were carried out in limited areas, mostly along the North Sea coast. Nieuwhof [8] referring to the excavations carried out by Bazelmans [9] , and by Bazelmans et al. [10] describes the northwest Friesland dikes (no more than 70 cm high, composed of neatly-stacked peat sods against a core of loose bulk material) of Peins-Oost (1st century B.C.) and Dongjum-Heringa (2nd century A.D.).
Dykes have been present since the medieval period: in Germany since the 11th century to oppose storm surges [11] , the 12th century in the Netherlands-frequently associated with land reclamation [12] , the 14th century in Belgium [13] , and the 16th century in Denmark [14] . These were frequently made by materials found in situ: sand plus clay and peat reinforced with wood or fagots, and these materials were used, in different combinations, when rocks became unavailable. Importing rocks and stones from Scandinavia was expensive and its use in coastal protection was parsimonious. Building with fagots (fascinage) is a long-lasting tradition in protection of river banks and coasts. As fascinage works are nowadays used in several undeveloped countries, one may infer that many centuries ago they were present all over the world's coasts, where erosion was threatening settlements or cultivated areas. More sophisticated, but still primitive structures include gabions made of twigs and branches, in the manner of basket-work filled with pebbles and laid one on top of the other when they had to reach a greater thickness (Figure 1 ).
Figure 1.
Gabions construction scheme by Cresy [15] . Figure 1 . Gabions construction scheme by Cresy [15] . Groins built with these "technologies" were located on the sea side of fortified cities in the 16th-18th centuries, as shown in several ancient maps, e.g., Flissingen ( Figure 2 ) and Ostende ( Figure 3 ). Their functioning was to prevent scouring (and therefore collapsing), affecting structures directly exposed to wave actions due to longshore transport, backwash and, to a lesser extent, direct cross-shore wave action [16] . On account of this, for any tower, fortress and walled town located on the beach, it was of outmost importance to prevent such a process, and this was frequently achieved by constructing groins, which intercept longshore transport. On the other hand, vertical breakwaters were built by the Romans just to prevent harbor entrance siltation; but in this case a stout rock foundation was laid at the base [17] .
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Groins built with these "technologies" were located on the sea side of fortified cities in the 16th-18th centuries, as shown in several ancient maps, e.g., Flissingen ( Figure 2 ) and Ostende ( Figure 3 ). Their functioning was to prevent scouring (and therefore collapsing), affecting structures directly exposed to wave actions due to longshore transport, backwash and, to a lesser extent, direct crossshore wave action [16] . On account of this, for any tower, fortress and walled town located on the beach, it was of outmost importance to prevent such a process, and this was frequently achieved by constructing groins, which intercept longshore transport. On the other hand, vertical breakwaters were built by the Romans just to prevent harbor entrance siltation; but in this case a stout rock foundation was laid at the base [17] . Maps do not always allow identification of the design of individual groins and the material used, but in some cases, pictures can be extremely detailed and annotations give further information. For example, Figure 2 shows several shore protection structures made up of wood piles boxes, but it is impossible to see what lies inside. More explicative is the 1734 map of Ostende (Figure 3) , where groins are better drawn and writing in Latin Cistae ligneae lapidibus repletae and in Frisian Holtzerne Kuften mit steunen ange fillet explains that they are formed by wood baskets filled with stones [19] . Siltation, in this case and in that of Flissingen, was not a problem for navigation and beaching, since access to the town was guaranteed through the river mouth or channels entrances protected by jetties.
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These vernacular structures, known from antiquity, are still present in many countries where local coastal populations struggle against the sea. Being recently adopted by "green engineering", the knowledge of their design and efficiency could help future projects. These vernacular structures, known from antiquity, are still present in many countries where local coastal populations struggle against the sea. Being recently adopted by "green engineering", the knowledge of their design and efficiency could help future projects.
Materials and Methods
For the present study, approximately 50 maps, plans and views drawn or printed from the 17th to 18th centuries, representing the port of Callao and its surroundings, were analyzed. Further, several texts were analyzed, both accompanying the previous documents and independently. They were the result of European expeditions to the South Seas, organized by different navies (Spanish, Dutch, French, English, etc.) and their content cannot be ignored for a full comprehension of the historical iconography. In addition, there are drawings apparently isolated from any context, whose collocation is more difficult.
On this matter, a comparative, synchronic and diachronic analysis was performed to identify original documents and locate them in true time, discarding late copies or variants, which frequently constitute a trap for hasty scholars.
In this analysis, one must be aware of the fact that maps and drawings had a strategic importance, and copyists in the service of the various countries were reproducing documents, frequently stolen, to enemies of competing fleets. On the other hand, publishers and booksellers were deleting original dates and adding a more recent one to make the book more inviting and to sell out remnants [21] ; similarly, maps were "updated" only changing their age [22] .
In this case, dating is even harder. Evidences of this state of things comes from the scene at Callao published in 1729 within a collection of views by van der Aa [23] (Figure 4 ), being nothing else, but a reproduction of a 1671 Dutch view [24] . These older documents actually were probably inspired by the view of the naval blockade of Callao in May 1624 by the 11 ships of the "Nassau Fleet" under Jacques l'Hermite [25] , and Figure 5 . In this case, the state of the wall and of the beach, which is our interest, is very likely to be that of 1624 and not of 1729.
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As far as accuracy is concerned, Callao maps and views used in this study, although not suitable to quantify beach evolution, can give accurate information on the presence/absence of coastal structures and on their effect on coastal morphology (i.e., silting side), especially when flanked by written descriptions. 
Shore Protection at Callao
The Peruvian coast stretches along the north-west South America continental margin, a very tectonically active area [4] exposed to earthquakes, landslides, floods, sea storms and tsunamis. Callao, the most important harbour in Peru (Figure 6 ), had to face these catastrophic events since its foundation in 1537. Its first boundary wall, built at the beginning of the 17th century, was replaced by new walls between 1640 and 1647 [27] . These primarily had a military function, but on its sea side they also had to protect the settlement from wave attack, which proved to be stronger than that of any enemy's fleets, as written in chronicles and shown in Figure 7 . The history of the town and of its walls has been recounted by Melo in 1899-1900 [29] , Arrũs in 1905 [27] and later by Lohmann Villena in 1963 [30] . They, and mostly the latter, gave a detailed As far as accuracy is concerned, Callao maps and views used in this study, although not suitable to quantify beach evolution, can give accurate information on the presence/absence of coastal structures and on their effect on coastal morphology (i.e., silting side), especially when flanked by written descriptions.
The Peruvian coast stretches along the north-west South America continental margin, a very tectonically active area [4] exposed to earthquakes, landslides, floods, sea storms and tsunamis. Callao, the most important harbour in Peru (Figure 6 ), had to face these catastrophic events since its foundation in 1537. Its first boundary wall, built at the beginning of the 17th century, was replaced by new walls between 1640 and 1647 [27] . These primarily had a military function, but on its sea side they also had to protect the settlement from wave attack, which proved to be stronger than that of any enemy's fleets, as written in chronicles and shown in Figure 7 .
The history of the town and of its walls has been recounted by Melo in 1899-1900 [29] , Arrũs in 1905 [27] and later by Lohmann Villena in 1963 [30] . They, and mostly the latter, gave a detailed account of the evolution of the settlement and its defensive structures from an historical perspective, but also provided sound technical information on the shore protection structures built to defend the town from the sea; these stimulate a comparison with present day knowledge of coastal engineering.
The area where Callao was built in 1537 has been inhabited since the pre-ceramic period (Cotton pre-ceramic, 2500-1750 B.C. [31] , but no buildings are drawn on a 1624 view, except those forming a small colonial settlement (Figure 4) , which quickly became the most important harbour on the South America Pacific coast.
A detailed analysis of 17th century events is provided by Lohmann Villena [30] . According to his reconstruction, the fence present on the 1624 map was not completed, and between 1640 and 1647 new walls were built, but their seaward side segment soon had structural problems, mostly due to overtopping by storm wave attacks in 1647 and 1651.
Anyhow, the coup de grace to the city and walls occurred with the 1655 earthquake (estimated magnitude 7.4 with epicentre in front of Isla de San Lorenzo [32] ) and the following tsunami, which destroyed part of the walls, the Jesuit Church and the Viceroy residence. A further storm in 1656 created additional damages in the unprotected town. According to Lohman-Villena [30] , to replace the collapsed wall segment, a breakwater (18.50 m long, 3.36 m wide and 4.20 high) was built. However, breaches created by further earthquakes are visible in the map copied by Lemoine [33] and attributable to the years 1724-1727 ( Figure 7 ). 
The Peruvian coast stretches along the north-west South America continental margin, a very tectonically active area [4] exposed to earthquakes, landslides, floods, sea storms and tsunamis. Callao, the most important harbour in Peru (Figure 6 ), had to face these catastrophic events since its foundation in 1537. Its first boundary wall, built at the beginning of the 17th century, was replaced by new walls between 1640 and 1647 [27] . These primarily had a military function, but on its sea side they also had to protect the settlement from wave attack, which proved to be stronger than that of any enemy's fleets, as written in chronicles and shown in Figure 7 . The history of the town and of its walls has been recounted by Melo in 1899-1900 [29] , Arrũs in 1905 [27] and later by Lohmann Villena in 1963 [30] . They, and mostly the latter, gave a detailed account of the evolution of the settlement and its defensive structures from an historical perspective, but also provided sound technical information on the shore protection structures built to defend the town from the sea; these stimulate a comparison with present day knowledge of coastal engineering. The area where Callao was built in 1537 has been inhabited since the pre-ceramic period (Cotton pre-ceramic, 2500-1750 B.C. [31] , but no buildings are drawn on a 1624 view, except those forming a small colonial settlement (Figure 4) , which quickly became the most important harbour on the South America Pacific coast.
Anyhow, the coup de grace to the city and walls occurred with the 1655 earthquake (estimated magnitude 7.4 with epicentre in front of Isla de San Lorenzo [32] ) and the following tsunami, which destroyed part of the walls, the Jesuit Church and the Viceroy residence. A further storm in 1656 created additional damages in the unprotected town. According to Lohman-Villena [30] , to replace the collapsed wall segment, a breakwater (18.50 m long, 3.36 m wide and 4.20 high) was built. However, breaches created by further earthquakes are visible in the map copied by Lemoine [33] and attributable to the years 1724-1727 ( Figure 7 ). Earthquakes continued to hit Callao even in the following decades, and the continuous interventions did not stop wall deterioration. After the 1687 earthquake, repairs were done on the seaside wall placing masonry and planting a crescent-shaped fence with three rows of stakes filled with stones [30] (p. 132). In 1694, a pier was built, which extended it some 60 m further (Figures 7-9 ) with stones brought from the neighboring San Lorenzo island (Figure 6 ). This pier (stonekey) worsened the wall stability condition, as realized by Frézier during his visit in 1713: This Port was in Figure 7 . Groins in Callao (1724-1727) in a city plan copied by Lemoine [33] . Courtesy: Bibliothèque nationale de France. Earthquakes continued to hit Callao even in the following decades, and the continuous interventions did not stop wall deterioration. After the 1687 earthquake, repairs were done on the seaside wall placing masonry and planting a crescent-shaped fence with three rows of stakes filled with stones [30] (p. 132). In 1694, a pier was built, which extended it some 60 m further (Figures 7-9 ) with stones brought from the neighboring San Lorenzo island ( Figure 6 ). This pier (stonekey) worsened the wall stability condition, as realized by Frézier during his visit in 1713: This Port was in a bad Condition in the Year 1713; there were five Breaches in it, and the Sea daily ruins the Wall, fince there has been a Stone Key built, the Situation whereof stops the S. W. Surf, and occasions a Return of the Water, which saps the Walls of the Town [28] English edition [34] (p. 196) .
Between the end of the 17th and the beginning of the 18th century, several gabions were built using piles from straight trees coming from Guayaquil (Ecuador), each 7 to 9 m long and 0.5 m in diameter, locked with ribbons and nailed. Using a pile driver, they were hammered to a depth of 2 to 2.5 m, their interstices being filled with large stones, as reported by Lohmann Villena [30] (p. 134).
In the 18th century, the rise of the Bourbon dynasty in Spain and the pacto de familia with France increased the presence of French military engineers in Spanish colonies. From 1707 to 1711, Jean Baptiste de Rosmain was in charge as Inspector of Callao fortifications. To prevent enemies from climbing over the wall, he eliminated sand that had accumulated against it [30] (p. 137).
Maybe protection of the wall from sea attack was deputed to a glacis qui règne le long de la cité nouvelle muraille bien pavè et entrelassè de gros madriers jusques au bord de la mer (gently sloping revetment running along the wall and well paved with sheet interlaced with large planks up to the shore line; as in Figure 9 map cartouche). Between the end of the 17th and the beginning of the 18th century, several gabions were built using piles from straight trees coming from Guayaquil (Ecuador), each 7 to 9 m long and 0.5 m in diameter, locked with ribbons and nailed. Using a pile driver, they were hammered to a depth of 2 to 2.5 m, their interstices being filled with large stones, as reported by Lohmann Villena [30] (p. 134).
In the 18th century, the rise of the Bourbon dynasty in Spain and the pacto de familia with France increased the presence of French military engineers in Spanish colonies. From 1707 to 1711, Jean Baptiste de Rosmain was in charge as Inspector of Callao fortifications. To prevent enemies from climbing over the wall, he eliminated sand that had accumulated against it [30] (p. 137). This unrealized project is known thanks to a drawing by Lemoine [35] (Figure 8 )-probably the cartographer François-Pierre Le Moyne, 1713-1795-employed at the Dépot des cartes et plans of the French navy, where he worked also as a map copyist at reproducing, inter alia, many maps of South America. De Rosmain also designed a jetty to be built on the eastern side of the town to host water supply boats, which is visible on a map by Feuillée dated 1710 [36] (Figure 9 ), but never realized. In any case, no intervention had the desired effect, so that in the 1720s the hypothesis to rebuild Callao further from the sea was advanced-a forerunner project of strategic retreat.
After de Rosmain's death, the responsibility for Callao's defensive structures was inherited by Pedro de Peralta Barnuevo, mathematician and astronomer, later assisted by engineer Nicols Rodriguez. The latter, as previously done by Frézier, paid attention to wall scouring induced by the 1694 jetty. To prevent this process, they proposed to build groins to intercept longshore transport in order to create a beach in front of the walls. They were placed 'at proportional distances so that the effect of each reached to the next' [30] (p.143). Construction started in 1724 and Figure 7 is very likely related to the first construction step, with four out of the eight designed groins, which appear in Figure 10 . This unrealized project is known thanks to a drawing by Lemoine [35] (Figure 8 )-probably the cartographer François-Pierre Le Moyne, 1713-1795-employed at the Dépot des cartes et plans of the French navy, where he worked also as a map copyist at reproducing, inter alia, many maps of South America. De Rosmain also designed a jetty to be built on the eastern side of the town to host water supply boats, which is visible on a map by Feuillée dated 1710 [36] (Figure 9 ), but never realized. In any case, no intervention had the desired effect, so that in the 1720s the hypothesis to rebuild Callao further from the sea was advanced-a forerunner project of strategic retreat.
After de Rosmain's death, the responsibility for Callao's defensive structures was inherited by Pedro de Peralta Barnuevo, mathematician and astronomer, later assisted by engineer Nicols Rodriguez. The latter, as previously done by Frézier, paid attention to wall scouring induced by the 1694 jetty. To prevent this process, they proposed to build groins to intercept longshore transport in order to create a beach in front of the walls. They were placed 'at proportional distances so that the effect of each reached to the next' [30] (p.143). Construction started in 1724 and Figure 7 is very likely related to the first construction step, with four out of the eight designed groins, which appear in Figure 10 .
Here, the groin length/spacing ratio is approximately 1/2-1/4, similar to values found in most groin fields today [38] . Four shore parallel gabions lines were built between the groins with the purpose of retaining sediments dragged by waves. No information was given on the construction material, but from the drawing they seem very similar to the cistae ligneae present at Ostenda (Figure 3) .
The analysis of hundreds of maps representing 17th-18th century coastal settlements in South America shows that no other groin-based shore protection project was performed before 1724. We wait till 1779 to see the construction of a groin field at Cartagena de Indias (Colombia), but inside a detached breakwater [39] .
In Figure 10 , groins are silted on the west side, demonstrating an eastward longshore transport, confirmed by the fact that Rio Rimac, the main feeder of this coastal segment [40] empting to the east of the town, does not create a beach in adherence to the breakwater of the present city port. In addition, the delta formed during the March 2017 catastrophic flood (El Niño event, 10 times the average rainfall of that month) could not reach the breakwater. Wave reflection today on that oblique structure can be thought of as an additional process to limiting river sediment dispersion to the west. Here, the groin length/spacing ratio is approximately 1/2-1/4, similar to values found in most groin fields today [38] . Four shore parallel gabions lines were built between the groins with the purpose of retaining sediments dragged by waves. No information was given on the construction material, but from the drawing they seem very similar to the cistae ligneae present at Ostenda (Figure 3) .
In Figure 10 , groins are silted on the west side, demonstrating an eastward longshore transport, confirmed by the fact that Rio Rimac, the main feeder of this coastal segment [40] empting to the east of the town, does not create a beach in adherence to the breakwater of the present city port. In addition, the delta formed during the March 2017 catastrophic flood (El Niño event, 10 times the average rainfall of that month) could not reach the breakwater. Wave reflection today on that oblique structure can be thought of as an additional process to limiting river sediment dispersion to the west.
On 28 October 1746, another catastrophic earthquake (estimated magnitude 8.4 with epicentre on the northern coast of the Lima department [32] ) followed by a tsunami, completely razed the town; a belt of 5 km of land was flooded and 4800 out of the 5000 inhabitants of the town, died [29] . A surely minor loss was the destruction of any shore protection structure that might have been built on that coast, probably the oldest groin field in South America. On 28 October 1746, another catastrophic earthquake (estimated magnitude 8.4 with epicentre on the northern coast of the Lima department [32] ) followed by a tsunami, completely razed the town; a belt of 5 km of land was flooded and 4800 out of the 5000 inhabitants of the town, died [29] . A surely minor loss was the destruction of any shore protection structure that might have been built on that coast, probably the oldest groin field in South America.
For years, the various viceroys, well aware of the area's hazards, gave up reconstructing the town, again, indirectly interpreting the idea of relocation proposed a few decades previously. Defence Military protection of the landing place was commissioned to Real Felipe fort (Figure 11 ), whose construction started immediately after the earthquake. Nevertheless, an aggregation of spontaneous buildings near the fort recreated a town, although without a master plan.
During the 18th century, only a short extension in L shape of the 1694 jetty was performed to give shelter to the boats, but in an 1865 map, an oblique breakwater protects both a mooring area and a landfill where the railway arrives. Callao was becoming an industrial settlement with dockyards, carpentry, ice and sugar factories. Today, this segment of coast is almost fully armoured, with harbours, marinas, docks and revetments, whereas the areas behind hosts industries and storage yards, with residential settlements on the southern stretch only, where a narrow beach still exists. Approximately 800,000 inhabitants live in this suburb of Lima.
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Conclusions
The history of shore protection structures is a pillar within coastal engineering science, not only to reconstruct the evolution of concepts still in progress, but also to discover forgotten experiences that may help in soft shore protection strategies. What happened at Callao is still mostly hidden, but what appears from ancient maps and written documents traces a straight line with what was happening in Europe in those centuries [42] . This is not surprising, the designers being Spanish or French. However, noteworthy is the fact that structures used in Europe were replicated in a very different environment. It is evident that Callao's groins were designed within a colonialist mind set, therefore following European technology, but the presence of similar structures (for shape and construction materials) along the coasts worldwide, including rural beaches of developing countries, demonstrates the plurality of their birth site.
However, building and maintaining a groin field needed the backing of wealthy investors, an unusual occurrence in pre-17th century South America. This supports the hypothesis that the groin field at Callao, the first gold and silver exporting harbour in South America, is the oldest in that continent. In addition, a current study based on approximately 400 17th-18th maps of coastal settlement in that continent did not find similar defences older than those shown at Callao.
Reading Callao's shore protection structures' history put in evidence that most of what we know today regarding coastal dynamics and shore protection was just known in the 17th to 19th centuries. The main difference is that new materials to build structures and physical and numerical models to design them are now available.
However, within the forecasted sea level rise and increased storminess [43] , strategic retreat is the most sustainable solution, at least where it is possible [44] . The same solution was proposed for Callao, just at the beginning of the 18th century.
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